Large turnout for Job Fair
By Steve DiSorbo
Contributing Writer
Last Friday, November 30,
Sacred Heart’s Career Services
Department held a Job Fair in
the William H. Pitt Center to
help students start choosing
careers and finding jobs.
The event drew a record
setting number in attendance.
300 students and 125 recruiters
from 75 companies made thenway up the hill to talk to each
other about the future.
"I got a lot of exposure to
companies and corporations that
I knew I was interested in.
“It was great to come and
talk to representatives on a very
informal environment," said
Junior Economics major, Aime
Brodnitzki from Norfolk,
Connecticut.
She felt that "Career
Services did an excellent job
preparing me for today- encour
aging me to follow up with
companies that I spoke with.

Now I definitely have a possi
bility for an internship."
Danielle Tumbarello, a jun
ior from Moorpark, California
said, "By talking to people from
different companies I gained an
understanding of what they are
looking for."
Danielle is a Political
Science major with a minor in
Economics, but this Job Fair
was not limited to those fields.
There were representatives
•from health departments, social
services, and many other busi
nesses.
Even if there was not a rep
resentative for a student’s per
sonal job interests, Lucy Cox,
The Assistant Director of Career
Development, reminds students
that, "The Job Fair is one way,
not the only way...Some busi
nesses recruit and others do not.
David Letterman is not going to
send someone out to go to col
leges, students have to go to
him."

See Job Page 2

Committee forms to
cope with tragedy
By Janine Graffeo
Staff Reporter

Students at Sacred Heart
and people in our local commu
nities feel a desire to donate
their time and prayers in order
alleviate the many pressures that
have arisen after the awful
events of September 11.
With the holiday season
quickly approaching, students
and faculty are finding more
ways to become involved.
The University has done a
great deal of work by sponsor
ing events to foster the aid for
those in need.
Jody Bortone, Director of
the Occupational Therapy
Program and Chairperson of the
11 Day Tribute Committee, con
vened with faculty, staff, and
students to come up with ways
to help affected persons.
The committee has been

and is still in the midst of creat
ing events to reach out to people
who possibly have been over
looked.
One of these events
involves Adopting A Military
Family.
An e-mail was sent to all
students, faculty, and staff,
which explained that the “com
mittee would like to sponsor its
service efforts to the families in
which the military person was
the family’s primary provider,
and when called to service left
behind a family that may be
experiencing a greater need.”
“We decided to take a dif
ferent approach and see if we
could do something for the mil
itary people, who were activated
or in some way their lives
changed because of September
11,” said Janet Betts, who is on
the committee and is the
Program
Assistant
for
Occupational Therapy.

Frozen in time
By Ryan Costigan
Contributing Writer

The Winter semi-formal
took place last Friday night,
November 30 at the Westin
Hotel in Stamford.
The title and theme for the
evening was “Frozen in Time.”
An ironic title considering
the weather that night was
unusually balmy for late
November.
The event was well adver
tised.
Poster and handouts filled
the halls in the weeks leading up
to the dance.
Up to the day of the event,
posters and e-mails went out try
ing to entice more ticket buyers
and giving the impression that
sales were high and only a few
tickets remained.
According to x)ne t>f the
event co-coordinators, junior
Amanda Giardino, 488 tickets
were sold for the event.

Giardino and another coor
dinator,
junior
Kathleen
Haughey, are happy with the
way the whole thing turned out.
“Everyone had fun,” said
Haughey, “that’s the best way to
tell how successful it was.”
The main meal at the dance
consisted of a choice between
chicken or pasta primavera.
The meal was prequelled
with a “leafy” salad that also
incorpbra^ WalflBtS^d cltstP"
tons.
The rolls also had walnuts in
them.

The meal was followed by a
chocolate mousse dessert.
“The food was good.
Actually a lot better than I
thought,” said junior Laura
Styger of Willingboro, NJ.
The DJ played a lot of older
music, like Elton John and Barry
Manilow but also contemporary
songs like the techno, “I Thm To
You.”
The final song of the
1 Doff
Do It For You,” which was a trio
group song consisting of Rod
Stewart, Bryan Adams and Sting.

Convocation of Cardinal Kasper
By Aimie Likens
Copy Editor
On Monday, December 3, at
2 p.m. in the Mahogany Room,
was a special Academic
Convocation to honor Cardinal
Walter Kasper.
The Convocation was held

to present Cardinal Kasper with
an honorary Doctorate of
Humane Letters.
Cardinal
Kasper
is
President of the Pontifical
Council for Promoting Christian
Unity and the Pontifical
Commission for Religious
Relations with the Jews.
Cardinal Kasper is a close
friend to Pope John Paul II, who

named him cardinal in February
of 2001. Cardinal Kasper has
said,“Despite tensions or set
backs, Catholics and Jews con
tinually must work to promote
dialogue, understanding and
cooperation.”
Sacred Heart was privi
leged to host His Emminence
and present this special degree.

Boxer shorts contest at Pub Night

See Committee on Page 3

The Outpost was packed
last
Wednesday
night,
November 28, for Senior Pub
Night and the annual Boxer
Shorts Contest.
Five acts performed origi
nal dance routines, clad in their
favorite boxer shorts. Peter
Gunz laid tracks as the
evening’s DJ, and Keri Blair and

Scotty Urbinati were the event’s
emcees.
One by one, each act per
formed in front of the crowd,
showing off their best moves,
and stripping down to the bare
essentials.
When it was all said and
done, the $200 first place prize
was awarded to the sisters of Phi
Omega Tau for their perform
ance of Britney Spears’ "I’m a
Slave 4 U."
The girls won the judges

over with their pop-star dance
moves.
Second place went to "The
American Flag Boys," who per
formed, "I am #1," by Nelly.
The duo that consisted of
John Alvino (Spring Hill, FL),
and Mate Zgombic (Paramus,
NJ), received a $50 prize.
Trisha Labella, a junior
from Port Chester, NY, com
mented that "the crowd was
very rowdy and everyone had a
lot of fun..”
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News Briefs
Senior Class needs a senator
The Senior Class is in need of a class senator. The job requires
to attend class meetings and senate meeting. Contact Keri Blair at
Keri-Blair@sacredheart.edu if interested.

Come hear the orchestra
On Sunday, December 9, at 3pm in the theater, come hear the
wonderful music of the orchestra. It is 23 members strong! This event is FREE to all and a seasonal event.
The orchestra will perform first and the university show choir
will perform second.
The entire performance will be approximately 40 minutes in
length.

Spectrum phones STILL out of service
Here at the Spectrum, we need to be able to acquire as much
information as possible. The Sacred Heart Community should be
able to contact us through any medium; whether that be fax, e-mail,
or TELEPHONE.
Try. Try calling the Spectrum on Thursday through Sunday
and leave a message. It doesn’t work? No, it doesn’t.
While our literal phones work and ring, our answering service
is less than high-tech. For a school that prides itself on its excelsior
technology standing, to not have the newspaper’s answering serv
ice, voicemail, or something up and rurming is ridiculous.
We hope, next semester, to have FULL access to all breaking
news and information through every medium here at the Spectrum.
-Compiled by Kerry Freel

Student Leaders
and Programs of
the Month
For the Month of October-Greek of the Month
Tayanna Rocourt

-Organization of the MonthDelta Phi Kappa

-Student Government Executive Board
Member of the MonthScott Urbmati

-CCO Update-Club of the Month La Hispanidad
-CCO Rep of the Month Nick Battaglia
-Program of the Month “Ribbons for
Relief’ by Circle K

Senate/J-Board-

-Senator of the Month- Carrin David

For the Month of NovemberEBoardMemberoftheMonthKenny Harris

CCO Rep-

Jeff Guillot

Clubs

Media Studies Association
Program of month SHU Players for
Good Man Charlie Brown
and Candlelight Vigil sponsored by Social
Work

Senator of the Month
Megan McDoima
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Job Fair at the Pitt
Center
Continued from page 1

Among those businesses
that did send recmiters to the
college, there seemed to be a
reverence for Sacred Heart’s
students. According to Clay
Wheatley, a representative of
Federated Insurance, "When we
find a good school we stick with
it, and try to keep hiring stu
dents from that school. We’re
going to stay with Sacred Heart
because in the past, and today,
students have been very profes
sional and Career Services is

very helpful as well." He ended online, where employers can
by saying that it was "more than view them. After students fig
worth while" for him to attend ure out what they want to do, the
.next step is writing resumes.
the Job Fair at SHU.
"Given that the country’s Career Services is a valuable
job market is so tentative right resource which not only helps
now, if you don’t take advantage students get the jobs that they
of resources such as Career want, but it also helps them fig
Development, it is going to be ure out what type of job they are
tough," Lucy said. "It costs looking for, and what they
someone $150 to get a resume should be majoring in. It’s
done, we do it for free!" There always best to start early, but it’s
are resume templates available never too late. "I don’t care if
for students to fill out in the you’re a super senior and
Career Development Office, at you’ve been sleeping for five
the top of the hill above the years. I’ll get you going in the
financial aid office. Students right direction."
can make a resume and post it

Habitat needs support to
help the less fortunate
star Sarah Michelle
Gellar.
Habitat is invaluable in
improving the quality of life
and living situations for many
low-income Connecticut resi
dents.
Yet Habitat’s donations
have been dwindling ever since
the Sept. 11 attacks._________

Slayer

By Tina Shushelnycky
Contributing Writer

The aftermath of Sept. 11
has shaken the economy and
^levastated many lives. Yet for
those who were in need of assis
tance prior to Sept. 11, their
lives and the future of their fam
ilies are now in even greater
peril.
Lack of funds and man
power has left one local charity
in dire need of monetary dona
tions and supplies. The fact that
many Connecticut residents and
companies have used their char
ity funds to help with the Sept.
11 crisis leaves other charities
such as the Greater Bridgeport
Habitat for Humanity in a des
perate situation.
The Greater Bridgeport
Habitat for Humanity, a non
profit international Christian
housing ministry founded in
1985 is a partnership dedicated
to making shelter “a matter of
conscience.”
It challenges individuals,
churches, synagogues, and
businesses to lend a helping
hand in building better housing
for those in need. These houses
are sold at cost to qualifying
families with no interest mort
gages.
Habitat has become quite
renowned in recent years. It is
not only well known for its con
tributions to the community but
also for those who participate in
their builds.
Habitat is responsible for
building 60 low-income houses
in Bridgeport since 1985, with
help from students, volunteers
and celebrities alike including
Connecticut resident Paul
Newman and Buffy the Vampire

**Our donations for
September 2001 saw
a 30% decrease over
the previous year and
October was almost
as body with a 20%
decrease from previ
ous years/’ Bob
Knebel
With far less money com
ing in and a considerable short
age of supplies, this organiza
tion needs help.
Representatives
from
Habitat for Humanity say dona
tions are needed now more than
ever and they are asking
Connecticut residents for assis
tance.
The demand for lowincome housing is up; 2000
families are on the waiting list
for Section 8 housing which is a
federally funded program pro
viding subsidies to low-income
families.
“Our
donations
for
September 2001 saw a 30%
decrease over the previous year
and October was almost as bad,
with a 20% decrease from pre
vious years,” said Bob Knebel,
Executive Director of the
Greater Bridgeport Habitat.
“Although the figures from
November have yet to be com

pleted, it appears that we
[Habitat] will still be below our
target figures for this month as
well,” Knebel added.
According to Knebel this
has created a major cash flow
crisis for Habitat. While they
have enough money in reserve
to pay for the building projects
of 2001 those reserves will be
nearly depleted by January
2002.
This means that Habitat’s
plan to build twenty-five houses
in 2002 is in serious jeopardy,
so much so in fact, that they
might only have enough funds
to build seven homes.
Habitat needs monetary
donations. Yet the organization
also needs volunteers and myri
ad supplies. In response to the
organizations dire need for vol
unteers and supplies Habitat has
created a kind of wish list of for
this holiday season.
That wish list includes
power and hand-held tools, a
diesel truck engine, a passenger
van, weekend volunteers, coun
selors, house sponsors and
white boards.
Despite all of the obstacles.
Habitat has faced in the past
few months, it has maintained a
decidedly positive attitude.
Millard Fuller, founder of
the Greater Bridgeport Habitat
for Humanity said, “I believe
Habitat must move forward at
the fullest speed possible to con
tinue to help families in need
build simple, decent houses.
“Far too many people need
what Habitat for Humanity,
stepping forward in faith and
love, can do. And too many
people will suffer if these
unspeakable acts of evil [from
Sept 11] hinder this vital
endeavor to uplift families in
need.”
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A history of Hanukkah
By Kacey Semler
Staff Reporter

While many Sacred Heart
University students will be
heading home for the religious
festivities
of
Christmas,
observed on December 25, there
are those who will be celebrat
ing the Jewish Holiday,
Hanukkah, beginning at sun
down on December 9.
For those unfamiliar with
this Jewish feast, the Hebrew
word "Hanukkah" means dedi
cation.
This eight-day holiday is
the annual celebration of the
Festival of Lights, which is a
commemoration of the rededica
tion of the Jewish temple in 165
B.C.E.
On the first night of
Hanukkah, a single candle is lit
on the far right side of the can
delabrum, referred to as the

menorah. As the days move on,
an additional candle continues
to be lit, until there are eight
candles burning on the eighth
day.
Using the shammash, a
server candle, the newest candle
is always lit first. During this
ceremony a Jewish blessing is
read aloud, and everyone is
encouraged to participate and
witness this special event.
Ideally it is tradition for the
candles to be lit when the heav
enly stars become visible in the
night sky, but it is all right for
them to be set alight later in the
night.
On the final evening of
Hanukkah, all of the eight can
dles are glowing on the meno
rah, and will continue to shine
imtil they bum themselves out.
Following the lighting of
the menorah, family members
exchange presents, such as gelt,
which is the gift of money, while
enjoying various foods.

The most common treat
served during Hanukkah is the
latke, or the potato pancake.
Children participating in
Hanukkah also traditionally take
pleasure in playing with dreidels, which are four-sided spin
ning tops, typically used for fun
and games.
So, while most Sacred
Heart students partake in the
Christian
celebration
of
Christmas, it is important to
remember that this holiday sea
son is treasured by many people
of different faiths and religious
backgrounds.
Although, the traditions of
Christmas and Hanukkah may
be contrasting, inevitably these
two holidays both consist of
gift-giving, and sharing in joy
ous celebrations with our family
and friends.

See Page 7, A Festival Of
Lights, for more on this
holiday

Helping those
affected by tragedy
continued from page 1
Betts made several calls to
military bases and senators, and
people began to see how the
program has progressed in a
short period of time.
People are responding posi
tively to the Committee’s
efforts. Betts received several emails regarding the Adopt A
Military Family program.
“This sounds like a terrific
program, I can well relate to
some of the challenges these
families are presented with,”
wrote David Hemsley, a retired
military person.
Another e-mail fi'om Joseph
Winter, an Air Force Reservist
and Resident Hall Director for
Taft Commons, wrote, “I would
he more than willing to help out
with your cause.”
Winter also explained how
grateful he was to see the com
mittee taking on this task and
mentioned that just reading the
e-mail made him proud to serve
in the United States.
What most people do not

reali is that these eyepts are
not ax. about raising money.
Those affected are not just seek
ing money, but instead are
appreciative of tangible items
like toys, clothing, and gro
ceries.
“Some people are just
requesting a card or little note,”
Bretts said.
What we may perceive to
be insignificant may mean a
great deal to someone else.
By participating, students,
faculty, and staff can bring
greater meaning to our lives and
to the ones we touch.

would be more
than willing to help
out with your cause,**
Joseph Winter
Dr.. Anthony Cemera,
President of Sacred Heart
University, has also been a key
force in helping those affected.
“How could we keep our
intellectual and spiritual reflec
tion going?” Cemera asked at a

InsertiOR of hyoid ^^uttais
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Visiting not allowed, staff members
with pains in their hands and a resident
sleeping in a bathroom all in this week’s
Public Safety Incident Report

November 5 - 1:40 p.m. - A suspicious person was in the
Academic Building. An office is being entered when it’s closed.
Public Safety filed a report and is investigating.
November 6 - 10:42 p.m. - A threatening occurred in South
Hall. A resident threatened his roommate and another resident.
Public Safety and Res. Life responded. A family member took the
threatening resident home.
November 8 - 9:55 a.m. - Inappropriate behavior occurred. A
professor was sohciting money at the main campus. Public Safety
responded and the professor left.
10:39 a.m. - A medical injury occurred in the South Lot. A
staff member stepped on a naU. Public Safety responded. Staff
member was taken to Immediate Health Care.
11:15 a.m. - A motor vehicle accident occurred at th Sunoco
gas station. A staff member hit a metal pole while driving a
University vehicle. Public Safety filed a report.
1:29 p.m. - Keys were lost on the main campus. A staff mem
ber lost his university keys. Public Safety is investigating.
2:10 p.m. - Reckless Driving occurred on Old Town Road. A
student swerved towards a Public Safety vehicle. Public Safety and
Bridgeport Police responded. Bridgeport Police are investigating.
November 9-1:57 p.m. - A staff member had pains in her

Cemera also commented

that the committee “established
a scholarship fund to offer
financial aid to any student who
lost a parent or spouse in the
September 11 tragedy.”
The 11 Day Committee has
created many events.
On December 5, a fomm
panel discussion was held in the
University Commons.
It consisted of mini-work
shops such as journal writing
and artistic expression among
others.
The main theme was the
question, “What does war mean
to me?”
Another event, called Flag
Day, will begin on December 11
when, at 8:42 a.m., a flag will be
raised to remember when the
first plane crashed.
On the 11 of every month,
this flag raising will continue.
All are welcome for a
moment of reflection and to join
in a song which will be dedicat
ed to memorialize and honor
those affected.

Did you know?
Did you know that woodpeckers cushion their skulls
with their tongues?
When a woodpecker pecks a tree, it looks
like it’s giving itself a concussion. But it doesn’t.
A set of tubes, called hyoid apparatus, run from the edge
of the woodpecker’s bill, up near the skull and around the eye,
can allow the bird’s tongue to retract into its head.
-Compiled by Kerry Freel

12:06 a.m. - A drug violation occurred in South Hall. Drag
paraphernalia and alcohol were found in a room. Public Safety
and Res. Life responded. Public Safety confiscated paraphernalia.

November 11- 12:38 a.m. - A drag violation occurred at
South Hall. Drag paraphernalia and alcohol were found. Public
Safety and Residence Life responded. Alcohol was poured out
and drag paraphernalia was confiscated.
2:11 a.m. - Property damage occurred on the main campus.
Two residents sprayed paint on the grass and wood chips. Public
Safety filed a report.
6:50 a.m. - A resident was found sleeping on a bathroom floor
in East Hall. Public Safety responded. Resident was taken back to
his room.
November 12 -11:30 a.m. - There was a medical injury in the
academic building. A student closed her finger in a door. Public
Safety bandaged the finger and brought student to health services.
November 13 - 1:45 p.m. - A sanction violation occiured at
J-Hill. A visitor was found in an apartment where visitors were not
allowed. Public Safety and Res. Life responded. The visitor left
without incident.
2:24 p.m. - A resident was harassed via Instant Messenger at
J-Hill. Public Safety responded. Resident blocked the person who
was harassing her.
7:33 p.m. - A burglary occurred at South Hall. A part of a
computer was stolen. Public Safety filed a report and is investi
gating.
November 20 -12:02 p.m. - A medical injury occurred at the
Academic Building. A faculty member tripped and hurt herself.
Public Safety filed a report.
November 27 -1:35 p.m. - A medical assist occurred at FLIK.
A smdent spilled hot chocolate on her lap. Public Safety respond
ed. Student was taken to Health Services.
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Editorials
HighBrow Investigation
of Actions
In regards to the collabora
tive
effort
delineating
Christianity and our obligation
to charity, I must say that I am
perplexed. Summarizing, there
was a categorization that placed
the homeless into two distinc
tions, one being the handi
capped and one being the lazy,
unmotivated people. Then it is
further explained that it is the
fault of society for giving these
individuals the cold shoulder
and deeming them un-worthy
that has placed them in these
states of existence. Now to
resolve this, society must extend
acts of kindness and goodwill in
any form to lend a hand.
First, I will take the latter of
the distinctions because it high
lights the argument in which I
previously proposed to the
University. These lazy, unmoti
vated people comprise the
homeless with their self-induced
state of lack of ownership and
responsibility to their actions.
The previous response to this
has been “No, society produced
that state and it’s society’s fault
for turning their backs.”
Therefore, following this line of
reasoning one could too exempt
the lazy unmotivated student
from from doing his work,
therefore hindering himself
from taking responsibility for
himself. Now, would this be the
teacher’s fault if they turned
their back from this sluggish
student? According to the prin
ciples of this argument, the stu
dent as well as the homeless per
son has no relationship to their
actions. Conversely, actions are
the expression of thoughts
shown
through
language.
Hence, there is direct connec
tion between an individual’s
thoughts and the same individu

als actions. The importance of
understanding ones thoughts is
because they directly reside
within the self and are expressed
to inform others of whom they
are and what they have to say.
So to create a chasm between
the individual’s thoughts and
actions would produce a lack of
self. Now, if these people are
not responsible for their actions
and it is societies fault, then one
of the two things can be
inferred; either they have no
thoughts and therefore produc
ing no actions, or they do have
thoughts and actions, yet their
thoughts are inadequate, so we
need to help them.
What we have now is help
ing these lazy un-motivated
people, however truly not recog
nizing who they are because of
excusing their actions or judg
ing their actions unsatisfactory.
The homeless and students are
human beings and they employ
actions, which develop who
they are. I further my premise
here, “how is an individual to
grow and learn if they do not
take responsibility and owner
ship for their actions?” Charity
is a vice because it denies the
very thing that makes them an
individual, and that makes them
human.
These are actions,
which originate from their
thoughts and in turn make all
individuals unique. So now
these acts of charity are in fact
only preventing them from
growing and learning, thus sup
pressing what it means to be
human. Should these unreflect
ed acts continue, and once
again, is this bettering our soci
ety?
Nicholas DeAntonis
(Intellectual Academy)

Editorial Policy
The editorial pages are an open forum. Letters to
the editor are encouraged. All submissions are sub
ject to editing for spelling, punctuation, grammar,
clarity and length. The Spectrum does not assume
copyright for any material.
The Spectrum is a student run newspaper of Sacred
Heart University, published every Thursday during
the academic year.
All mail should be sent to the Spectrum, Sacred
Heart University, 5151 Park Ave., Fairfield, CT,
06432-1000.
The advertising deadline is seven days prior to pub
lication. Office phone numbers are (203) 371-7963
or (203) 371-7966. The fax number is (203) 3717828.
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-Compiled by Ryan Greenfeld

What does Christmas mean to you?

Angel Rodriguez
Philadelphia, PA
Sophomore
“It’s not about giv
ing, It’s about
receiving.”

Chris Belluz
Somers, NY
Freshman
“It’s time with the
family.”

Lisa McDonald
Senior
Granby
‘Means giving preS'
ents to family and
friends.”
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Letters/Op~Ed
Primoris
Over the course of the
past few months, I’ve been
accused of many things; ranging
from arrogant to evil, rarely
including anything positive.
This I can deal with, for it must
be the enduring "hope" side of
me that drives me again and
again to show people that it’s a
good thing to ask questions
about why we do the things we
do. Hence, I repetitively engage
with this in mind in that maybe
one day others will pose ques
tions of me inquiring exclusive
Dear Editor,

Please submit your letters to the Spectrum office on Mondays between the hours of
10 a.m. and 6 p.m. or slip them under the office door. Letters must be typewritten
and signed and may be edited. Please indicate title or class and telephone number.

ly into my individual value.
This paper is not about pointing
fingers, whining, or anything
along that superficial line of
thought. It is the preface to a
series of essays I will submit
along the theme of ‘Higher
Education’; and how my tena
cious, inquisitive, need-to-know
identity fits perfectly into this
‘co-educational higher institu
tion’.
Starting off, when a
fireshman first enters this place,
they receive a goody-bag of
items; one of those items being
the Sacred Heart University day
planner. Within reading the first

few pages, one comes to the
mission statement, which dis
plays a respectable amount of
language portraying a communi
ty that would seemingly be filled
provocative pupils. Yet, when
this community is actually pre
sented with true individuals that
do not get caught up in the polit
ical correctness, they do not
know what to do with them. It
seems like these three individu
als are portraying the vision that
the writer of the mission state
ment had! So why is it that those
who are more accurate to the
mission statement are ostra
cized, should it not be the other

Many may ask what Sacred Heart University is doing in response to
the terrorist attacks of September 11th. There is much more being done besides
raising money. There is a committee composed of students, faculty and staff
from various areas of the University. This committee is called the 11th Day
Tribute Committee. This group meets once a week and discusses what should
be done at the University to address issues that may be going through the stu
dent’s minds. The goal of the committee is to have an event on the 11th of every
month about terrorism and war.
Many people may have seen the bulletin board in the hallway where
people can and have been writing their concerns and feeling about the tragedy.
This was just one of the many things done by the committee. Also, on Channel
6 there are quotes aired taken directly from the members of this board.
So, what else is this group planning on doing on campus? On December
5th there will be a workshop entitled, "What does war mean to me?" This is a
forum where students, faculty and staff can address their ideas and see what war
actually means to our community.
On December 11th, the three month aimiversary of the attacks, there will
be an a flag raising event outside of Public Safety. The American Flag will be
raised at 8:42 a.m., the time the first plane hit the Worid Trade Center.
Following this event there will also be a brief ceremony to remember all that
has happened and those who died. All interested are welcome to attend this
event. The committee is also looking forward to adopting a service family in
the area that may need assistance because their loved one has been called to
active duty.
The committee meets on Tuesdays in SC 119 at 2:30 p.m. Anyone inter
ested in joining is welcome to attend!
Shara Secondo ‘03

Come too
Senate Meeting!
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way around? I’m still a little
confused as to what goes into a
higher co-educational institu
tion. The standards are set (on
paper) so high, yet we have
some students who cannot even
write for themselves in the class
room. Am I the only one who
sees the inconsistency?
In conclusion, anyone
who says to me that it is the job
of the smart person to lift up the
not-so-smart person is just disal
lowing the not-so-smart person
to be smart. Effort is a big com
ponent of being smart, and if
anyone yearns to gain this attrib
ute than they will have to do it

for themselves to truly learn. 1
am asking the community of
Sacred Heart University to show
me, through the Spectrum, what
a higher co-educational institu
tion is.
I encourage those who
want to write, to do so, and hold
no opinion or judgement back;
just take responsibility for what
you say and put a name at the
bottom of it.
*If you’re wondering what
the title is/means, look it up in a
decent Latin dictionary.
ToniPerri ‘03 “LA.”

What is this thing you call the LA.?
Carmine, your assumption that I was
referring to students as chimpanzees, best put
as false. I do not assume that the weaker stu
dents as you would call them, have no intel
ligence. They simply choose not to excercise
it to the fullest capability. I would like to ask
you the question, how do you propose we get
ride of the weaker students? These students
are already weeded out by their stronger and
more outspoken peers. Any teacher in this
University will support me when I state that
the brighter students dominate the classroom
and in the end prevail.
This is an appropriate time for me to
address the issue of exceptions. These
exceptions come into existence because of
people, such as .yourself that generalize th&
Sacred Heart Students as “weak”. Within
generalizations and assumptions exceptions
are found. These exceptions are no longer
treated as weaker students, and should now
be treated as peers.
You stated that I assume that “if one is
on a pedestal they stagnate and become com
placent.” This is incorrect. I believe that

when one is upon a pedestal he/she views
himself/herself as more capable than others,
with any basis of this being only assump
tions. So now I will assert myself and say
step down imtil you can prove yourself wor
thy of being up there through vices such as
grammar and simple sentence structure.
My last assertation is that colleges are
businesses. There is no doubt about it. It is
not that I categorize students as sums of
money, it is the administration. The universi
ty does not care if students fail or drop out of
school, because there will always be more
students waiting to replace them.
To close I will propose a question to you.
You describe yourself as a member of the
rectly is where the basis of your thoughts
come from. I feel it is appropriate to explain
what the Intellectual Academy is so the pop
ulation of students and faculty may better
understand the basis of your thoughts.
Adrienne Stoddard ‘03

Senate’s Corner
Senate’s Questions of the Month of December

Every
Wednesday @
8p.m. EH 135

Hope to see you there!!!!!!

1. What would make you more apt to recycle on campus?
- Contact Katie Semelrath or Liz Moskowski in their mailboxes in Hawley
Lounge
2. What are your concerns, questions <& suggestions about Sacred Heart Library?
- Contact Jen Hradek in her mailbox in Hawley Lounge
Final Grades Posted Online
By Megan McDonald
For past Sacred Heart smdents, final grades were sent home to
their houses while they were on winter break. There was no time to read
the grades before they reached the ones paying for school, the parents. This
left no time to prepare good reasons for that D- in calculus. Also, students
were on edge, waiting to find out if they had pulled that B+ up to an A.
Things have changed this year. Hopefully, sometime over winter
break, students will be able to access their grades through Blackboard.
Instructions on how to access these grades will come through
Sacred Heart email. There will be two security password checks so students
can be assured that their privacy will be protected.
Grades will not be "live" but they will be updated either every day
or every few days.
This program should be a huge benefit to students who wish to
know their grades as soon as possible. Grades will be available weeks
before they would have been without Blackboard.

So What is Senate, Anyway?
By Megan McDonald
Would you know who to go to if you were angry about the price inconsistencies in Flik?
How about if you were having a computer problem that was being ignored? Or what if you had
a really good idea, like how to solve Sacred Heart’s parking problem? Would you know who to
go to?
Sacred Heart’s Student Senate handles all of these issues. It is comprised of 16 mem
bers, 4 from each class. Our Vice-President is Dana Mohrman and our advisor is Kelly McGill.
Each senator is in charge of a committee. They are required to go to meetings of these
committees, such as Dining Services and Public Safety, and meet with whomever necessary to try
and fix problems that affect Sacred Heart students. They can only fix the problems that they hear
about though.
We represent the student body and we want to make you happy. We can only do this if
you tell us the problems that you have. Please, let us hear you. All Senate Meetings are open and
we’d love for you to join us. Don’t be shy! They are Wednesdays at 8 p.m. in EH 135. Come
and tell us what’s bothering you, what you’re happy about and any ideas you have.
We all have mailboxes in Hawley Lounge- drop us a note. Remember, we’re your best
resource to get things done- all you have to do is ask!

Features
Is Santa Clause Really Coming to Town?

By Christina Tantillo
Features Editor

You better watch out. You
better not cry. You better not
pout. But, why? Ahnost every
one knows that Santa Clause
does not really slide down your
chimney on Christmas Eve (he
comes in through the front door
these days).
After all, nobody would
really want this man with so
many aliases (Kris Kringle, St.
Nicholas, Santa Clause) break
ing into their house in the middle
of the night to steal their supply
of milk and Christmas cookies.
This myth of Santa Clause
causes much joy, anticipation,
sadness, disappointment and
even embarrassment to more
generations of Americans than

almost anything else.
Santa evolved over time,
just like the Christmas holiday
he represents. Of course, the
present-day legend describes this

man leaving presents in the
stockings and under the
Christmas Trees of deserving lit
tle girls and boys. The bad ones
are stuck with a lump of coal but who ever actually received
that?
Most members of the Sacred
Heart community no longer
believe the fairy tale of Kris
Kringle, but finding out the truth
often came abruptly.
Junior Julianne Cuccia from
Malveme, New York caught her
mother red-handed. "I walked
into the basement and saw her
wrapping all my presents," she
reports, "then after that I started
looking for them. One year I
found a huge stack of unwrapped
boxes that said 'Julianne'... do
you know how hard it was to act
surprised when I re-opened them
Christmas morning?"
"I got a monitor from my
grandmother, a printer from the
other one and the keyboard from
Santa," senior CJ Slavaugh from
Oswego, New York said. He
realized that somehow the givers

of these gifts were in cahoots.
"Then I made my mom cry when
I asked her about Santa."
Junior, Michelle Caruso
from Monroe, Connecticut
ruined the fairy tale for a class
mate. "I was the bratty kid who
told everybody," Caruso said,
"There was this big girl. Missy
who stayed behind a year and I
told her that there wasn't a Santa.
She was obviously distraught
because she hit me! That was
third grade."
Freshmen Alex Kantarelis
fi'om Worcester, Massachusetts,
experienced sheer embarrass
ment as he found out about the
big guy. "My friends all told me
that he wasn't real, but I insisted
that there was [a Santa Clause]. I
went home and asked my parents
and felt really stupid after I
found out" .
Of course Ksmtarelis was
not a complete fool. Most leg
ends are based on facts, and
Santa is no exception.
According to the History
Channel, Santa Clause can be

traced back to the birth of Saint
Nicholas around 280 AD. In
1773 and 1774,
DutchAmerican families gathered in
December to honor the anniver
sary of this man's death bringing
St. Nicholas into American pop
ular culture. In 1804, St.
Nicholas was declared the patron
saint of New York City.
By 1809, author Washington
Irving helped to popularize the
stories of Saint Nicholas, also
known as Sinter Klaas. The
name Sinter Klaas was easily
manipulated to the Santa Clause
we know today.
Episcopal minister, Clement
Clarke Moore's poem, "An
Account of a visit from St.
Nicholas" inspired the modernday image of Santa Clause.
According to the History
Channel, a political cartoonist
named Thomas Nast created the
first image of Santa based on this
poem and a few additions of his
own.
Kristen Wegrocki, a junior
fi'om Plymouth, Massachusetts

never saw a jolly fat man enter
her living room. "My bedroom
overlooked the living room and I
waited up for Santa," she said.
When he never came, she real
ized that her parents must have
snuck through before she
assumed her post.
Junior June Krumholz from
Fairfield, Connecticut did not
see Kris Kringle either. Her
Uncle Bobby planned to make
footprints on the roof giving the
appearance that eight tiny rein
deer had left their mark.
"I went outside and found
my uncle up on his ladder. I
shook the ladder and yelled,
'Uncle Bobby, Uncle Bobby
what are you doing up there?'
Then I ran inside yelling and
ruined it for all of my other little
cousins," she said.
Despite amassing evidence
to the contrary, not everyone
truly believes that Santa is a
myth. So this Christmas Eve, lis
ten closely to the wind for the
soft jingle of sleigh bells and
keep your eyes on the sky

Doing It For the Kids
By Michael Di Pietro
Corresponding Writer

FLIK may have a new face,
but not everything has changed.
Some of FLIK’s most memo
rable employees are still around.
Probably the most well known,
flamboyant
and
sociable
employee in our cafeteria is
none other than Vincent Edward
Richards, or “Vinny,” as most
students fondly refer to him.
“Vinny is the nicest guy and
everyone knows him. He’s the
man,” said
senior
Rachel
Condon from Reading, MA.
Vinny has been working for
FLIK, Inc. for nearly seven
years. This Connecticut native,
who turned 39 in November,
said that it’s been the students
who keep him here.
“You kids are great!” said
Vinny, “I like my work, for the
most part. The deli was my
favorite part of the job, but I
don’t work there much anymore.
I give out too much product.”
Vinny said that overall he
has had very few complaints

about work.
“Hike to keep busy,” he
said, “There’s nothing at work
that I really have a problem
doing.”
While Vinny likes his work,
he did say some parts of the job
are tougher than others.
“The hours are tough. I usu
ally work long days. It’s very
tiring,” Vinny works a full
week, 40 hours, usually from 11
am until 7 pm.
While doing his job is not a
chore for Viimy, at times man
agement and his fellow co
workers have a tendency to get
under his skin. Vinny mentioned
that being a gay man has affect
ed his work. Some of the people
he works for, as well as those he
works with give him a hard time
and pass judgments about Vinny
based on his appearance.
“It’s an everyday problem I
guess, the laughing and com
ments. I just put up with it. I
know how far to let them take
it,” he said.
Viimy’s lifestyle is reflect
ed in how he dresses. You may
see him wearing a brightly col

ored scarf around his neck, eye
shadow or blush and other
make-up. Vinny said that just
because he may dress different
ly than some other FLIK
employees, it doesn’t change the
person that he is inside.
However, FLIK employees,
of late, have been paying more
attention to the appearance of
their work environment than of
their fellow employees. Viimy
said that he does like the newly
renovated FLIK.
“It’s great! I think it’s
working out for the best,” he
reports. Vinny appreciates the
aesthetics of his work environ
ment. He has adapted well, as
you may see while he works
busily behind the hot entree line
preparing food for the hundreds
of hungry students each day.
You can always expect his
honest opinion about what is
good to eat each day and stu
dents can expect to get a full
plate when Vinny is working the
line.
When Vinny did work on
the sandwich line, he made sure
every student went away with

the
best
sandwich
or wrap he
could
make. In
fact, Vinny
made some
of the best
looking and
tasting
sandwiches
this side of
the salad
bar.
“Vinny
makes the
very best
sandwich
es,” said
senior,
K r a i g
Hunter
from
S e aford,
NY. Vinny
always
spends time on each student’s
food and takes great pride in his
lively customer service.
When not at work, Vinny
enjoys relaxing and taking
advantage of his time away

from FLIK.
“I really like art, all types of
art, music and movies,” said
Vinny who is often seen wear
ing his headphones around cam
pus while on his break.
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Monsters “Battel” It Out
By Tommy Valentino
Contributing Writer

Want to get off campus for a
weekend? Or maybe do some
thing really different over break?
Then come see Kaiju Big Battel!
Kaiju Big Battel is an event
like no other where people dress
up as monsters and battle it out
in a right; GODZILLA STYLE!
Yes, you heard right, monsters!
And not your typical monsters
either, you’ve got monsters like
Hell Monkey, Dr. Cube, The
Silver Potato, and everybody’s
favorite evil guy; Kung Fu
Chicken Soup!
Kaiju takes place at Boston
University
in
Boston,
Massachusetts. Although other
events that have been hosted in
places like New York City,
Cambridge, Massachusetts and
Providence, Rhode Island.
There are almost always
musical guests, usually local
bands at the event. DJ Spooky
was one of the most well-known
artists to play the event.
Kaiju started on Halloween
night in 1994 at the Revolving
Museum in Boston and featured

The Sky Deviler is one of the
many monsters to participate
in Kaiju Big Battel in Boston
the first characters; Madori No
Kaiju, Atomic Cannon, Powa
Ranjuru, Force Trooper Robo,
with commentator Taro “The
Mouth’’ Fuji, and construction
done by Salbino.

The first wrestling spectacle
occurred in February in 1995 at
the school of the Museum of
Fine Arts.
All fighters in Kaiju Big
Battel have costumes of some
sort, most take up to six months
to make.
What better pastime is there
than to dress up as a monster and
fight other monsters, to music in
a big ring? Just like the Japanese
monster movies, these monsters
battle it out in “the big city.”
According to the Kaiju
homepage, “This Boston based,
pop phenomena boast sold-out
events, making hipsters fight for
standing room only... The low
brow, high impact of 70’s cult
entertainment is back and kids
and critics agree, Kaiju Big
Battel is the best thing out of
Boston since New Kids on the
Block.”
Although anything, mind
you, is better than New Kids on
the Block; nothing beats Kaiju
Big Battel!
For more information
including bios of all forty mon
sters, news on current events,
games, and shopping visit the
Kaiju Big Battel homepage at
http://www.Kaiju.com.

A Festival of Lights
By Christina Tantiilo
Features Editor

As the holiday season fast
approaches, the Jewish commu
nity prepares themselves for one
of the most bright holidays of
them all.
Chanukah, the Festival of
lights is celebrated this year
from December 9 until The Menorah (above)
commemorates the Chanukah
December 16.
According to Rabbi Joe Holiday in December.
Ehrenkranz from the Center for
Christian and Jewish under a way to maintain their survival
standing, this holiday commem culturally.
orates a special event in jewish
They were able temporarily
history.
revive their ways. However their
“The spirituality of the true victory was one of
Jewish people was being improved morale.
drowned... The Romans decided
The lights signify triumph
to that the way to get rid of [the over darkness. As Rabbi
Jewish] culture was to acquiesce Ehrenkranz reported, this is
them,” he said.
quite similar to the Christmas
These people needed to find celebration around this same

time.
“It’s a festival of Lights,”
he said. “Just as you [Christians]
light up your tree and put can
dles in your house, [we light a
menorah].”
Christians celebrate light as
their joy over the birth of
Jesus,while the Jews celebrate
their triumph over prejudice.
Rabbi Ehrenkranz pointed
out that the two holidays are not
all that different and both are
great celebrations.
Regardless of the holiday
that you usually celebrate, all
are invited to B’Nai Israel for
Latkes (potato pancakes) and
other celebration. This festival,
“Havdalah
Happening;
A
Chanukah Celebration” will be
held on December 15 at 4:30
pm.
Those wishing to attend
may call (203) 366-1858 for
more information.

Vinny from FLIK
con’t from page 6
On the weekends, Vinny
said, “It’s party time!” Going to
clubs with friends, recording
and listening to music and
watching DVDs is how he
spends most of his weekend
time.
When asked if he had a
favorite movie, Vinny said, “I’ll
watch or listen to pretty much

anything. I’m open to different
things.”
Vinny is always upbeat, a
characteristic he said he gets
from his loving parents and the
appreciation he receives from
the students here at SHU.
“I have great parents,” said
Vinny, “Soillte days are tough
but the students make my job
easier.”
Vincent E. Richards is a

face that students look forward
to seeing as the enter FLIK.
Though the food might not
always be the greatest, you can
always count on a smile and a
friendly greeting from Vinny,
everyone’s favorite FLIK
employee.
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By Stephen Giunta
Contributing Writer

When an incoming fresh
man looks at the club catalog
during welcome days, they see
organizations such as Greek
life. Circle K, Campus
Ministry, Athletics, and many
more. Most freshmen envision
themselves in one or two of
these organizations. However
when junior Lauren “Laurie”
Honan from Brooklyn, NY
entered Sacred Heart, she saw
herself in them all.
As a Eucharist Minister,
Campus Ministry seemed like
an ideal fit for Honan. She finds
that the organization helps her
be closer to God. Holding reli
gion in such high regard affects
all arenas of her life.
stops. It always seems like she
is involved, but while she is
constantly busy she maintains
her morality,” close friend,
Jessica Gruszkiewicz a junior
from Naugatuck, Connecticut
reports. To Honan, religion
drives her to the success and
guides her personality.
Yet Honan feels that one of
her most noteworthy accom
plishments was earning a posi
tion as a sister of the Delta Phi
Kappa sorority.
Honan pledged last Spring
while working as an RA in
South Hall, an officer in Circle
K and swimming on the Sacred
Heart Swim team. Rather than
taking a break after pledging,
she decided to co-chair commu
nity service for Delta Phi
Kappa.
Along with her involve-

ment with numerous organiza
tions throughout campus,
Honan is a key element of the
Pioneer Swim Team.
“Laurie is a talented swim
mer, who brings an abundance
of skill and an extremely hard
work ethic to the table,” team
mate Erin Lavelle, a junior from
Yonkers, NY reports. Though
she thoroughly enjoys her time
with the swim team, at one
point in her life she had to leave
it.
“When I left the swim
team, I had tears in my eyes and
sadness in my heart, but I want
ed to attempt to develop myself
in aspects of my life that were
unknown
to
me,” Honan
reports, “By the beginning of
the next season, I realized that
swimming was all I ever needed
to be me. When I eventually got
rejoin the team, I felt like I
was home again.”
She left the team during the
fall of 2000, and her teammates
welcomed her back that spring.
Now, Lauren uses her cherished
time in the pool and with other
team activities. She constantly
works on improving herself as
she wants to make sure that she
gives everything she can to the
team.
Honan’s involvement with
in athletics and other organiza
tions throughout campus make
her the well-rounded person she
constantly seeks to become.
Honan has learned that she
can not be involved in every
thing, but she devotes herself
fully to those that she can.
Students like Honan realize that
the best Christmas present you
can give to Sacred Heart is
yourself.
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Arts & Entertainment

Are you ready for the MSX?
By John Ruggiero
A & E Editor

Are you ready for the
MSX? The Media Studies
Exhibition is back for another
night of entertaimnent that con
tinues to raise the bar each and
every semester. Each spring and
fall at the end of the semester the
Media Studies Department
shows off its hard work, time,
and effort by putting together a
classic display of short films,
photography, and literary work.
The work all done by stu
dents in their respective Media
Studies classes couldn’t be any
more excited about the forth

coming event.
Ryan Costigan of Andrew
Miller’s
Single
Camera
Directing class said this about
the event:
“Each time this event roles
around we seem to improve
more and more as our dedication
continues to raise even more.”
This latest Media Studies
Exhibition will be a change in
some shape for the Media
Studies Department. The last
few MSX’s have been held in
the 200 capacity seating Schine
Auditorium. Now the MSX has
graduated on to SHU’s
Mahogany Room where the
expected turn out has grown to a
predicted 300 plus. Greg Golda,

Media Studies professor said
this about the growing interest
within Media Studies here at
SHU:
“It just goes to show you
where hard work will take you.
Last December we tried to fill
the Schine. In May it was standi n g
room

dot. Stop by and see for yourself
all the hard work and dedication
of the Media Studies students
and faculty.

bigger player as each semester
passes. I’m really excited about
our transition.”
The
Media
Studies
Exhibition will take
place on Saturday
December 8th, begin
ning at 5 o’clock on the
Photos by Ryan Greenfeld

only.
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The power of music
By Justin Liberman
Contributing Writer

“The heavens opened
up and I spoke the lan
guage of the angels.”
Those were Bob
Weir’s words describing
the incredible feeling he
felt when he played with
his legendary band. The
Grateful Dead.
On November 29, four
legendary musicians came
together to talk about The
Power of Music in
Hartford, Connecticut.
The Bushnell Theater
hosted the event that was
sponsored
by
The
Connecticut Forum. It
brought together famous
opera singer Beverly Sills,
Jazz legend Nicholas
Payton, Phish Wont man

Trey Anastasio, and The
Grateful Dead’s Bob Weir.
The event was struc
tured as a panel discussion
moderated by VH-l’s
executive producer Bill
Flanagan.
The panel spoke about
their definition of music,
as well as the future of the
art form itself.
Each of the panelists,
excluding Sills, gave a
demonstration of their
musical talents.
Anastasio, who is bet
ter and simply known as
Trey, has established him
self as one of Lie best
improvisational musicians
to date.
He played his guitar
with such passion and
focus, that the song “Inlaw
Josie Wales” felt as if it
was a lullaby.
It was a quiet piece,
filled with such grace and

talent, that he overtook the
audience and brought us to
a different place and time.
Weir presented a clas
sic version of “Victim or
the Crime.”
His folk roots and
jamband mentality really
shined through his music
and gave the audience a
warm feeling similar to
being around a friend with
a guitar.
Nicholas Payton per
haps stole the night with
his incredible version of
Louis Armstrong’s “Potato
Head Blues.”
His command and
love of the trumpet was
self-evident and the edible
notes he spread out for us
defined his passion for
music.
The
audience
devoured his music as it
truly nourished our hunger
for music.

The night culminated
with a classic jazz, folk,
rock jam with Trey on the
acoustic guitar, Weir on the
electric guitar, and Payton
supplying the hearty trum
pet.
The sound they creat
ed was just beautiful, and
truly gave the audience a
feeling of appreciation for
art.
“It was the most
amazing musical experi
ence I have ever seen”,
said SHU senior Jay
Marcoux.
“Seeing Trey and Bob
gave me a feeling like no
other”, he added.
Once the event ended,
a private after party was
held where I got a chance
to meet the musicians.
On a personal note,
being a Phish head or dead
head, meeting Trey and
Bob and shaking hands

SHU Player
Spotlight

with them, and actually
talking to them was very by Jeff Guillot
inspirational and a once in
a life time experience.
A Night of One Act
Trey and Bob were
very kind and very accept Plavs. the SHU
Player production
ing and willing to listen.
They were not rock that just closed
stars caught up in the glam. this weekend, was
Indeed, with Weir in a phenomenal
his Birkenstock sandals
and Trey in jeans, it really success! Four
confirmed that they are consecutive sell
just regular guys who by out crowds saw
chance have an exception three wonderful
al talent.
shows which cap
The night was a blast
and will forever live in my tivated many and
caused fits of
memories.
They spoke the lan laughter in many
guage of the angels that more. Steel
night and heaven definitely Magnolias, direct
opened up and shined
down and laced the stage ed by Rick
with*tlass, grace, and just McKinnon, runs
good ol’ music.
during the end of

finals week, clos
ing on Dec. 16th.
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The greatest Christmas classics of all time
Stories ever told will peak an the Whos. The Whos embrace
interest in a new story. A row the Grinch when he returns their
story that can be shared with presents. They even let him
By Ryan Costigan
future
generations the same way carve the roast beast and join
Contributing Writer
Christmas Stories of the past them for Christmas diimer.
have been shared with us.
“A Christmas Story”.
If you asked 10 different
“How the Grinch Stole The story stars Ralphie Parker, a
people to make a list of their Christmas”. “How the Grinch 9-year-old boy excited about
favorite Christmas stories, you'd Stole Christmas” is a Dr. Seuss Christmas. He yearns for the
probably get 10 different lists. classic for people of all ages to Red Ryder Carbine Action TwoThere is no way to say any enjoy. The story is about the Hundred Shot Lightning Loader
Christmas story is better than Grinch, who living atop a Range Model Air Rifle as his
any other. But just the same, we mountain on the outskirts of Christmas present. But his
all seem to have our favorites.
Who-Ville for many years, worry-wart mom and crabby but
grows tired of endearing dad think it's a dan
listening to the gerous gift, and it seems, so does
Who festivities every other adult in his world.
during the holi Because the story takes place in
days. So, he the 1950's and is told from the
decides sabotage child's point of view, adults and
their joy by children alike have enjoyed it
stealing all the for many years.
Christmas pres
“Rudolf the Red-Nosed
ents and decora Reindeer”. The story of the
tions in Who- misfit reindeer that becomes the
Ville. He suc leader Santa's sleigh, all due to
ceeds in his his glowing red nose. In the stop
thievery, but the motion made for tv movie, made
Grinch is disap in 1964, Rudolf encounters
pointed when other misfits including a misfit
the Whos react elf, the abominable snowman,
unexpectedly. and a land of misfit toys. This is
The town begins as classic as it gets when it
singing comes to Christmas stories and
Christmas songs is a valuable lesson for all those
and maintaining who feel that they themselves
the spirit of the are misfits.
Christmas classics can last a lifetime.
holiday. Seeing
“Home Alone”. Wild slap
It comes down to what this, the Grinch then realizes that stick comedy and sentiment
touches us as a child. We will all there must be more to the'holi- highlight the adventures of 10-■
always be partial to one or day than material things. He year-old Kevin McCalister as he
another but perhaps a list of then has a change of heart and tries to protect his house from a
some of the Greatest Christmas returns the stolen gifts back to pair of ornery burglars after he's

been mistakenly left behind by dreams of youth to leave the
his family, who are on their way town and seek fame and fortune,
to Paris for Christmas vacation. sacrifices, dismay, losses and the
Kevin learns a valuable lesson in threat of financial ruin, and sui
Christmas spirit while his family cide) . He is given encourage
is away and the entire ordeal ment by a whimsical, endearing,
brings the family closer togeth trainee-angel named Clarence.
er, and just in time for the holi
The hysterical, despairing,
days.
and melancholy family man is
“A Christmas Carol”. shown what the small town
Ebenezer Scrooge has lost his (Bedford Falls, now renamed
only friend, his business partner Pottersville after the town's evil
Jacob Marley. Seven years have tycoon) would be like without
passed since Marley's Christmas him - it's a frightening, night
death, and Scrooge has not marish, noirish view of the
changed a bit. He still refuses to world (at Christmas-time) that
give to the poor, suggesting that brings him back from selffor them perhaps the only place destruction.
better than prison is the grave.
He returns to the idyllic,
He still only grudgingly gives small-town world that he left,
his employee Christmas day off, with renewed faith and confi
and he still refuses his nephew's dence in life itself.
offer of Christmas, dinner. He
With the greatest time of
dismisses the whole holiday as a year quickly approaching these
"Humbug."
five stories will be played out
But, on this particular over and over again on the tele
Christmas, his dreary home will vision, the big screen, on stage,
be visited by ghosts, the ghosts and in our homes.
of Christmas past, present, and
However, these stories are
future. As in many other just the tip of the iceberg when it
Christmas stories Scrooge real comes to great Christmas tradi
izes his Christmas Spirit and is tions. More Christmas favorites
rehabilitated into the virtual like “Miracle on 34th Street”,
epitome of generosity.
White Christmas, and Christmas
“It's A Wonderful Life”. in July, just to name a few; are
It is the post-war tale of one waiting to be experienced this
small-town, savings-and-loan Christmas season and for many
do-gooder, George Bailey, years to come.
whose life is recognized as won
No other holiday evokes
derful and truly rich, even in its such spirit amHovei And.
humdrum nature, only after he Other form is this spirit and love
suffers many hardships, mishaps so evident as in our favorite
and dark trials (compromised Christmas stories.

“The Grinch” is finally for sale!
By John Guedes
Contributing Writer

It has been almost a year
since the remake of Dr. Seuss'
classic Television Christmas
Special became an instant boxoffice hit.

Now for sale or rental on
both VHS and DVD, you can
relive the magic and wonder of
"Dr. Seuss' How The Grinch
Stole Christmas." The DVD
version of the film offers some
great extras that are definitely
worth checking out.
From

Jim Carrey’s role as the Grinch not only silenced his critics, but
also made the remake a holiday classic.

behind-the-scenes to out-takes
and deleted scenes, special
effects segments, music videos,
sing-alongs, as well as an inter
active DVD ROM make this a
great holiday gift.
I can remember back when
this film first came out and how
skeptical I was towards it. In
this day and age, you really can't
help being prejudiced towards
holiday films especially if you
are over the age of five. I
thought it was going to lean a lit
tle too much towards the kiddy,
cheesy antics that one can easily
find from a film such as Arnold's
"Jingle All the Way." But being
the persistent Jim Carrey fan
that I am, I ignored my insight
and bought a ticket to "The
Grinch."
Thanks to Director Ron
Howard
(AKA
Richie
Cunningham), I was totally
amazed at how great and enjoy
able this film was. It did a good
job of blending dark humor,
much like that of Tim Burton,
with good old fashioned, holi
day cheer. The dark humor,
although brutal at times, had me
aching with laughter throughout
the entire film.
The film has such a vivid

and dreamlike world to it that
you just can't keep your eyes off
it. Its amazing and surreal set
designs places it among the
ranks of such other classics as
"The Wizard of Oz," "Willy
Wonka and The Chocolate
Factory," and "The Nightmare
Before Christmas."
Another way this film
achieves classic status is through
its many memorable characters.
There are some characters you
might remember from the origi
nal like "Cindy Lou Who," but
there are also a great deal of new
characters thrown into the mix.
Sir Anthony Hopkins doing the
voice over narration was a nice
touch as well.
As for the comic maestro
himself, Jim Carrey, I doubt that
any actor working today could
have pulled ofl^ a better perform
ance than that. It actually close
ly resembles another role of his
as his first green-faced mischiefmaker in the 1994 film, "The
Mask."
I'm sure that the basis for
every critic's approach to this
film is to compare it to the orig
inal. Bad move. It is an unfair
judgment to compare this film to
the original especially since it

transcends it in so many ways.
Taking a thirty-minute cartoon
and transforming it into a full
length, live-action feature film
isn't that easy.
For those disciples of the
1966 cartoon who also happen
to be avid anti-remake activists,
an attention to detail goes a long
way in this film. According to
the Internet Movie Database
(www.imdb.com), some statis
tics about the production of the
film include: 8,000 make-up
appliances were used, 8,200
ornaments and 1,938 candy
canes were used, 152,000
pounds of crushed marble used
for snow, 2 million linear feet of
styrofoam used to build sets, as
well as 30,000 square feet of
sound stage. Jim Carrey's make
up took three hours to apply,
there were 45 make-up artists on
a given day, and 443 outfits cre
ated by wardrobe.
"The Grinch" is a perfect
film for all ages and all kinds of
people. Whether or not you
enjoyed the original book/car
toon, you owe it to yourself to
ignore the misguided reviews
and slip into madness with a.
great holiday film.
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Men work time and a half in 4 OT win
Several Records Fall In Highest Scoring
Men's Basketball Game In NEC History
Compiled By Keri Blair
Sports Editor

Sacred Heart men’s basket
ball team broke NEC records as
they beat Fairleigh Dickinson in
fourth overtime game, 133-130.
Justin James’ (Tampa, Fla.)
three-pointer with three seconds
left in the fourth overtime peri
od, gave the Pioneers (2-2, 1-0
NEC) the victory over host
Fairleigh Dickinson.
Records fell Saturday as the
Knights posted the highest point
total (130) in program history
and the two teams combined for
a NEC record 263 points, while
Sacred Heart’s 133 points and
66 rebounds also set a new
league single-game mark.
The Pioneers and Knights
combined for a new NEC record
for fouls with 80 (SHU 44, FDU
36) as 11 players fouled out of
the contest. The two squads
also established a new NCAA
standard for combined points in
overtime with 83(SHU 43, FDU
40).
Andrew
^ ^
Hunter
(Scarborough, Untario) led 15
players in double-digits by net
ting 34 points for the Pioneers

Women’s Hoops

Sacred Heart defeated St. Francis last week by a
blowout score of 60-24.
Junior forward Brooke Kelly (Medford, N.J.)
recorded her first double-double of the year with 11
points and 13 rebounds.
Junior center Brooke Rutnik (Albany, N.Y.) had
a game-high 15 points and six rebounds in only 14
minutes of play, while senior forward Leslie
Newhard (Northhampton, RA.) rounded out the
double figure scoring with 14 points.
The girls next game is this Saturday at Albany.

Fencing

From it's traditional roots fencing has evolved
into a modem sport with opportunities for SHU
students ranging from recreation to Div 1 NCAA
competiton.
Whether you're looking for a way to challenge
yourself mentally and physically, to get/stay in
shape or simply to try something new, don't miss
out on this opportunity!
The only way to know what fencing has to
offer you is to try it!
This Friday at 4pm in the Mahogany Room or
Contact Head Coach Erik Hansen at: egh32@hotmail.com, ph.# 203 371 1355

and hauling in 13 rebounds.
Max Yokono
(Cameroon,
Afiica) also tallied a double
double for Sacred Heart with 16
points and 10 rebounds.
James, who finished with
eight points on the night, all of
them in the extra frames, also hit
a jumper with 37 seconds left in
the third overtime to knot the
game at 117-117 and sent it into
a fourth.
The Knights held a fourpoint lead twice in the final
3:19, including a 129-125
advantage with only 59 seconds
left. James hit hjs first threepointer of the night with 35 sec
onds to go, pulling the Pioneers
within one at 129-128.
After a Fairleigh Dickinson
turnover. Hunter gave the
Pioneers a 130-129 lead with 22
seconds left. Peterson was
fouled with eight seconds
remaining and hit one of two
free throws to tie the game at
130-130, before James hit his
second three of the game and
gave Sacred Heart the win.
Sacred Heart had carried a
slim 44-41 advantage at the half
and opened the second frame
with a 21-5 run, sparked by
eight points from Hunter, to

build their lead to 65-46. The
Knights chipped away and
closed out the final four and a
half minutes by outscoring the
Pioneers 21-10 and Lionel
Bomayako (Paris, France)
capped the comeback with three
seconds to go by nailing a threepointer at the top of the arc with
a defender in his face to send the
game into overtime.
Freshman
guard Tre’
Samuels’s introduction to the
collegiate ranks was a success,
following back-to-back 15-point
outings in Sacred Heart’s 76-71
home win over Stony Brook and
81-55 setback at Baylor five
days later. Samuels, who leads
the team in scoring and averages
4.5 rebounds, 2.0 assists and 2.0
steals per game, hit 5-11 shots
from the field and 1-2 from
three-point range as the Pioneers
rallied to defeat the Seawolves
in their season opener. The
Uniondale, NY native was suc
cessful on 6-14 attempts from
the floor against Baylor. He also
added seven boards and three
assists.
The metr-take-home-OTurt
Sunday against UMaine at 2
p.m.

Women’s Ice
Hockey Shows
Heart in Defeat
By William Mentz
Contributing Writer

On Saturday, the Women’s Ice Hockey team
clashed heads as they faced number one ranked
women's ice hockey team in Middlebury, who
hasn’t lost a game in Division III in six years.
Against Middlebury they showed a lot of heart
and did a great job in containing the number one
team in the country.
By the end of the second period they were
trailing 2-0. Head coach Mike Barrett said, “I am
very pleased with the team’s performance, we
stayed in the game imtil very late thanks to great
goaltending by senior Kim Derleth (Tomahawk,
WI). Everyone on the team showed great effort,
no one person deserves more credit then anyone
else.” Even though the team lost 4-0 in the end,
they still deserve a lot of credit, after all they did
face the number one team in the country. Sacred
Heart put up a great fight against a team that had
tremendous depth throughout all their lines.

The day following the loss to Middlebury,
the Women’s Ice Hockey team went head-to-head
with another ranked team, Williams, Williams is
ranked number five in the nation, and never gave
the lady Pioneers a doubt in their mind that they
couldn't take the competition to them hard.
Coach Mike Barrett stated, “We out-played them
in the second period, and by the end we were
trailing 2-0. By the third period it was evident
that we ran out of steam because we played to our
best abilities the night before against Middlebury.
But that didn’t stop our goalie, Taryn Catania,
from making key saves to keep us in the game.”
In the end, the score left the lady Pioneers with 0,
and Williams with 4.
In conclusion. Coach Barrett said, “I am very
pleased with out overall performance throughout
this weekend. We had a great showing against
ranked opponents. The girls showed tremendous
heart and character. This suggests to me since we
played so well that we a lot to build in and to look
forward to. The Women’s Ice Hockey team
returns home to the Milford Ice Pavillion against
Manhattanville on Wednesday at 7 p.m.
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Out Scored
But Not Out
Played
SHU Men’s Ice Hockey
Contest Well With Top
Team Western Michigan
By Keri Blair
Sports Editor

The men’s ice hockey team
despite two losses on the week
end produced a top action game
against nationally ranked team
Western Michigan at the
Lawson Arena..
This past friday the boys
skated to a 0-2 loss against the
Brancos however the first
WMU goal came 13 minutes
into the third period and the sec
ond goal was an empty netted.
Goaltender junior Eddy
Ferhi faced 31 shots on goal and
was named third star of the
game for his performance in net.
“We should have won that
game, we played well and hard
but just didn’t ^et one in,” said
wing Lloyd Tennant.
Saturday night the Pioneers

came out flying out shooting the
Brancos 34-27 for the game.
Western Michigan scored
first five minutes into the game
on the power play. Four min
utes later Chuck Metcalfe
tapped a goal past the Branco
netminder after Tennant cen
tered a pass to Rich Naumahn
whose deflection played in the
crease for Metcalfe to drill in.
Western Michigan scored
again with a goal by Dana
Lattery at the 17: 21 mark in the
first.
Under a minute later
Sacred Heart went a man up on
the power play and senior center
Lloyd Marks tied the game for
the Pioneers. On a three on
three rush into the Branco
defensive zone Marc-Andre
Fournier slid the put to Marks
who perfectly placed it top
shelf. The assist also went to

junior Martin Paquet.
The two teams retired to the
locker room with the score tied
at two.
Western Michigan opened
the scoring in the second on a
power play goal by Jeremy
Cheyne at the 5:39 mark.
Sacred Heart’s Paul Sposito
scored four minutes later off a
shot taken by Paquet on a break
away. Tennant and Paquet had
the assist on the goal.
Western Michigan put one
more in that period with less
then a minute left in play.
Sacred Heart played down
a man for most-ofthe'dHrdpwi—
od but were able to dominate the

Sacred Heart is Hot
in Bowling’s Fast Lane
By Ryan Greenfeld
Staff Writer

Going
into
the
Thanksgiving Classic that took
place in St. Louis, the Sacred
Heart Women's Bowling team
was nationally ranked 4th.
The National Collegiate
Team Match Games were held
November 23-24, 2001 at AMF
Strike N' Spare Lanes in St.
Louis, Missouri. There were 51
men's teams and 35 women's
teams that participated in this
event. The teams were divided
into two squads - Red and Blue
for qualifying.
The competition included 6
qualifying games (day 1) using
the Barnhart Match Play
Scoring System, In place of just
bowling one team at a time; foin
teams competed for extra pins
each game. After 9 games, the
top 4 men's and 3 women's
teams from each division, and 4
additional men's teams and 2
women's teams advanced as
"wild card teams" to a 2 game
match play roll-off.
All pin fall and bonus car
ried over from the qualifying

rounds. The winners were
determined by the highest total
for the 11 games (with bonus).
The first day of competition
was a 6 game affair.
In the
first game, SHU started out
well with a total pin count of
1026 with Katie Atkins a sopho
more from Fairless, PA having a
game high of 237. In the sec
ond game the pin count
increased to 1098 beating out
Illinois State 966, Shippensburg
974, and California State 1058.
Alexis Lepore a senior from
Belleville, N.J, had a game high
of 257 to help with the win.
Sacred Heart finished its third
game with 1123.
This achievement was
helped by the efforts of Dee
Tchir a freshman from Endicott,
NY, who bowled a 280 game.
During the next three
games, Jody Fisher made game
highs a senior from Oakdale,
NY with a game of 221. Chrissy
Rocket a junior from Maywood,
NJ bowled a 209 and a 266 in
the fifth and sixth games.
In the sixth game of the day
SHU beat the winners of the
previous year, Wichita one of
the top teams in the nation, with
a total pin count of 1157. This

meant all of the girls bowled
high 200 games.
The Sacred Heart Women's
team ended day one averaging
1067.
Going into day two SHU
was fourth in its squad and 7 out
of 35 teams. Their first game
was good, considering the team
maintained a good team score of
1016 with Dee Tchir game high
of 257.
Bowling game 2 of the day
with 981 pin count and 3 game
with a total of 956 meant that
Sacred Heart did not make it to
the second roimd of competi
tion.
SHU Women's bowling
team finished the tournament in
12th earning 10102 pins within
9 games, ranking the team
nationally in seventh place.
The teams finishing ahead
of SHU were in first place
Nebraska, Morehead, Central
Missouri State, Indiana, and
Wichita.
The next competition is
conference, which the SHU
team is holding first place in.
The next conference is
December 8th at Circle Lanes in
Fairfield.

ice, however, not getting any
scoring breaks.
Western
Michigan put in an empty net
goal with under a minute left to
play in the game.
“We should have at least
split the weekend. The 0-2
record does not justify the way
we played. It could have very
well been the best weekend of
hockey our program has
played,” said Naumann.
Senior forward Chris
Mokos received the honor of
“Iromhan” beating out former
SHU player Eric Drake, playing
in 115 consecutive games.

weekend for his first time in his
SHU hockey career. Hawks
missed much of the previous
season do to a leg injury.
“We just wanted Koim to
know that his force on the ice
and his ability to play for two
games straight really added to
our success as a-unit,” said
defenseman Nick Nutcher.
“We were really proud of
our play considering we were
playing a top power house
team,” said Fournier (who
believes he was a shining star on
the ice this weekend).
The boys play AIC this

Hawks played 120 minutes this

fhick drops at 7 p.m.

Friday

Sunday

Football Celebration
11:45 am parade from
Pitt
Noon Railey in
Old Gym
12:30 pm BBQ in FLIK

Men’s Hoops
vs. UMaine
2 p.m.
Women’s Ice Hockey
vs. Polar Bears
7:30 p.m.

Saturday
Men’s Ice Hockey
@AIC
7 p.m.

Wrestling
@ Army
10 a.m.

Monday
Women’s Basketball ? ^
(©Albany
'
1 p.m.

: Women’s Hoops

@ Brown
7 p.m.

Women’s Swimnriing

@ Siena
noon

Pioneers
Capture ECAC
Bowl Title

Leading Defense
By Keri Blair
Sports Editor

When The scoreboard reads
high numbers fans always think
of a forceful offense. This past
Saturday the Sacred Heart
defense proved that leaders do
come from imnoticed places.
Pioneer defense returned an
interception and a fumble for
touchdowns, recorded eight
sacks and made every big play
turning a two-point game into a
blowout and bringing SHU the
small sUyerJ^l that enmMed
'

victory.

SHU topped Duquesne, 3115, holding Duquesne to just
297 total yards, considerably
less than their average of 423.6,
capturing the ECAC Bowl title
and defending their undefeated
season at Rooney Field in
Pittsburg.
A silent but deadly show by
the defense continued one right
after the other. Kayode Mayowa
posted eight tackles and two
sacks. D.J. Dymond had a sack.
Kyle St. George, Kiheme
Cowan, and Butch Ruta did as
well. And Jamel Keels. And
Craig Capurso. Also comerback
Brian Pawlowski's 69-yard
interception return and Odain
Mitchell's 35-yard fumble return
for touchdowns almost made it
look easy for the Pioneers.
Most Valuable Player Justin
Holtfreter and Marvin Royal
hooked up on an 8-yard TD pass
with 3:56 left in the half as the
Pioneers took a commanding
17-0 lead into the locker room at
halftime.
Duquesne,
however,
answered back with a 60-yard
drive on its first possession of
the third quarter, making the
score 17-7. It became 17-9 a

the second quar
ter.
Defensive
Dymond record
ed 11 tackles
and two sacks,
and
Mayowa
finished with
eight tackles.

few
minutes
later
when
SHU
long
snapper
St.
George hiked
the ball over
Kraft's
head
and out of the
end zone with
3:03 left in the
third.
After the
free kick, the
Dukes took just
six plays to
travel 53 yards
17-15

Player
Mike Luberti
stated, “This is a
dream that we
had from when
we were such a
terrible team, it
is amazing that
we have reached
that dream. We
came from a
program where
we were hoping
to win and now
the program has
changed
to
where
we
expect to win
and it is a disap
pointment
to
lose.”

game.

Duquesne went
for the twopoint conver
sion,
but
Cowan broke
up the pass and
kept SHU in
front by two.
From
there,
the
Pioneers
defense shut
Duquesne
down.
SHU Leading 17-15 with
just over four minutes left,
Michael Kraft punted 57 yards
pushing the Dukes back to its
own 11 yard line. Senior defen
sive back Kiheme Cowan then
got free on a comer blitz and
forced Dukes quarterback Neil
Loebig to fumble the ball at the
1 yardline. SHU's Butch Rita fell
on the ball, and three plays later,
Holtfreter hooked up with Royal
for a 2-yard TD pass that gave
the Pioneers a 24-15 lead.
SHU's Kyle St. George
hammered Loebig, who fum
bled into the air. Odain Mitchell
grabbed the ball and ran 35
yards for a touchdown to put
SHU ahead 31-15 with 2:30 to

Player
play in the game.
“One of the biggest plays
was a 69-yard interception
return for a touchdown by soph
omore defensive back Brian
Pawlowski. It opened oiu lead
early in the second by ten
points,” said Marvin Royal.
Holtfreter completed 18-of26 passes for 196 yards, five
going to wideout Andrew
Gonzalez,who took advantage
of Duquesne's deep zone and
worked himself open under
neath. His five catches went for
74 yards, including a 14-yard
reception that led to SHU's
opening score, a 38-yard field
goal by Tim Redican; and a 22yard reception that led to
Royal's 8-yard TD catch late in

Victor Benson
added, “ I am really proud of the
guys who stayed through the
hard times and I am so thankful
to the new coaching staff that
believed in us the whole time.”
“To sum it up we raised the
standards for a program who
two years ago had no hope,”
said Shaun Hubbard.
Coach Fleming was named
NEC Coach of the Year and
Mayowa was named NEC
Defensive Player of the Year for
the second straight season.
Sacred Heart becomes the
seeond team in NEC history to
finish a season with a perfect
record (Robert Morris went 10-0
in 2000) and concludes the sea
son ranked #1 in both the Sports

Network and Don Hansen
Gazette I-AA Mid-Major polls.
Under the tutelage of head
coach Jim Fleming, the Pioneers
have posted a 21-1 record since
his arrival last season.
The team may have won
because of their talent but the
support of all those fans who
traveled a long distance kept the
Pioneers spirit high. The SHU
dance team, cheerleaders, band,
color guard, administrators and
staff: Larry Wielk, Jim
Barquinero,
Don
Cook,
Elizabeth Lucky, Rob Cottel,
Mike Giaquinto ancf Julie
Savino all took the time to cheer
on the team.
“This school should he so
proud of how far this team has
come. I am so happy to see
what these players have put into
this sports since freshman year
and i give my sincere congratu
lations to the football team,”
said junior football fan Katie
Bryant.
A perfect season was ended
on the perfect note-winning a
ECAC Bowl Title. What is next
for this team, well they hope that
all students, fans, faculty and
administration join them in cele
brating their victory this Friday
beginning at 11:45 a.m.
The Team will parade down
from the Pitt center and join fans
in the University Commons for
a
celebration
address.
University President Anthony
Cemera, Head Coach Jim
Fleming, Football Captains and
Athletic Director Don Cook will
address the crowd. Then all are
welcomed to join the team in
FLIK for a Bar-B-Que.
This is the greatest accom
plishment any sports team here
at SHU has ever achieved- so
come support your Champion
Pioneers.

Celebrate with the Football team this Friday. Parade starts at 11:45 am
from the Pitt to the University Commons for a celebration address by
Coach Fleming and President Dr. Cernera, then on to a BBQ in FLIK

